ABSTRACT

Shoulder dystocia is one of the most common causes of litigation in obstetrics and gynecology. The most common serious complication from shoulder dystocia is brachial plexus although death of the baby can also occur. Brachial plexus injuries lead to paralysis of the arm of the neonate. While most of the injuries eventually resolve, a small percentage will remain permanent. This article explores the areas of litigation involved with brachial plexus injuries. It discusses what the attorney should look for in the medical record. It also looks at the controversial concept of traction as an etiology of brachial plexus injury. Finally, it discusses an alternative method for compensating those that have an injury when the litigation model is flawed.

I. INTRODUCTION

While some have argued that litigation in most cases results from poor outcomes and not from malpractice, others, including trial lawyers and advocacy groups, consider malpractice lawsuits as the only way to protect the individual against unsafe products and practices. Consider the following.

Labor was slowed but not unusual. The patient, thirty-years old, in her first delivery, had gained thirty-five pounds and was mildly obese prior to becoming pregnant. The estimated fetal weight one week before delivery was eight and one-half to nine pounds. The first stage of labor lasted sixteen hours, and with the nurse’s help, the patient spent one and one-half hours pushing. The head began to crown (meaning the top of the head
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could be seen with each push) revealing wispy black hair. The fetal heart rate dropped with each contraction, called compression decelerations. These events were normal and nonthreatening for this stage of labor. With a final push, the baby’s head extended out with the face down and the back of the head pointing up towards the pubic ceiling. Even as it emerged, the head began to rotate to the side, also normal for labor.

Then it happened. The head retracted against its mother. The cheeks puckered out. The infant’s lips closed tightly, and the chin became flush against the perineum. Immediately, the physician knew what was occurring. He could visualize the left shoulder pinned against the promontory of the lower portion of the spine while the right shoulder was stuck behind the pubic bone. The physician knew that this was an emergency. Soon the infant would stop receiving blood flow from the mother. Even though the head was out, compression of the baby’s chest in the canal prevented breathing. Now what?

The occurrence of shoulder dystocia during childbirth presents the obstetrician with an immediate medical crisis. His actions may relate directly or indirectly to a malpractice suit if a brachial plexus injury is found after delivery. No matter how excellent the care an obstetrician provides, he may have good reason to worry about medical liability in a future lawsuit. For years, physicians have recognized that perfect care can still lead to injury. Even if the physician is unsuccessful in a given procedure, it does not mean that liability should or will ensue. The medical community generally accepts that, although rare, permanent brachial plexus injuries can occur in utero. However, some in the legal community believe that there is little scientific support for this theory,
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which they view as self-serving to the physician. In fact, this article correctly points out that many of the studies that looked at an in utero etiology of brachial plexus injuries were flawed in that they ignored the possibility or probability that physicians did not document shoulder dystocia. While certainly a possibility, studies that show the opposite also include this very limitation. Furthermore, it is a difficult assumption to make that all cases that found brachial plexus injuries in the absence of shoulder dystocia are simply cases of undocumented shoulder dystocia.

Perhaps another way to look at brachial plexus injuries is needed. Instead of fault, the State could treat brachial plexus neonatal injuries as strict liability and pay the neonate from state funds that are collected from other venues or awards, such as the punitive damage awards from other lawsuits. This may be a better solution for a condition that may be spontaneous, a result of the mother’s weight, or a result of mishandling by the physician.

This article discusses the stages of labor, the parameters of shoulder dystocia—including risk factors for its occurrence—and the recommended responses to this issue. In addition, this article explores the duty physicians owe to their patients in this acute crisis as well as what actions could constitute malpractice. Finally, this article discusses an alternative way to look at the problem of fault and treatment.

II. THE MECHANICS OF NORMAL LABOR

In normal labor, three stages of delivery are present. The first stage begins with the onset of labor until the cervix is fully dilated. The second stage begins at full dilation and continues to the expulsion or delivery of the neonate. The third stage deals with the delivery of the placenta.

The second stage of labor divides into several sub-stages primarily concerned with the movement of the neonate as it descends the canal.
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These sub-stages are engagement, descent, flexion, internal rotation, extension, external rotation, and expulsion.\textsuperscript{18} These sub-stages primarily allow the largest diameter of the head to pass through the narrowest part of the birth canal in the correct juxtaposition.\textsuperscript{19} Engagement is the point at which the fetus enters the birth canal followed by the descent down the birth canal as a result of labor.\textsuperscript{20} Internally, the fetus then rotates its head, usually into an anterior-posterior (anterior meaning front of the mother and posterior referring to her back) position, as it comes into contact with the soft tissues of its mother.\textsuperscript{21} The fetus then extends its head out of the mother with uterine contractions and maternal exertion through pushing (well known in labor).\textsuperscript{22} At this point, the fetus will rotate to the right or left from forty-five to ninety degrees.\textsuperscript{23} This is called external rotation after which, facilitated by the obstetrician or deliverer, downward pressure is exerted so that the anterior shoulders pass the pubic bone.\textsuperscript{24} Then, upward guidance by the deliverer supports the delivery of the posterior shoulder and arm followed quickly by expulsion of the trunk and lower extremities of the neonate.\textsuperscript{25} This is the normal process of a vaginal delivery.

III. EXAMINING SHOULDER DYSTOCIA: WHAT IS IT?

Dystocia literally means difficult labor.\textsuperscript{26} While shoulder dystocia is primarily a term used when there is difficulty during vaginal delivery with delivering the shoulders of the fetus, it is defined usually as “a delivery that requires additional obstetric maneuvers following failure of gentle downward traction on the fetal head to effect delivery of the shoulders.”\textsuperscript{27} Even with this definition, researchers have noted that there are major differences in the incidence of shoulder dystocia when comparing not just
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When shoulder dystocia is present, a maneuver or series of maneuvers that extend beyond the customary guidance described above are required. Shoulder dystocia occurs primarily after extension and during the external rotation and expulsion sub-stage of delivery. After delivery of the fetal head, as the head is turning, the shoulders get stuck anteriorly behind the pubic bone and posteriorly against the sacral promontory of the spinal cord. The sacrum is the five fused bones at the base of the spine just above the tailbone, and the sacral promontory is the first of these fused bones. Shoulder dystocia remains one of the most anxiety-producing situations for an obstetrician. Potential complications to the fetus include a fractured clavicle, fetal hypoxia, fetal death from asphyxia (a result of compression of the umbilical cord between the fetal abdomen and the maternal birth canal), and brachial plexus injuries. Risks to the mother include post-partum hemorrhage (bleeding), rectovaginal fistula (a connecting hole or pathway between the vagina and the rectum), fourth degree episiotomy tear (tear into the rectum), and uterine rupture.
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dystocia is among the four most common causes of litigation along with fetal distress, rupture of the uterine during trial labor post previous cesarean section, and misdiagnosis of breast cancer.  

IV. BRACHIAL PLEXUS INJURIES

The most common serious complication following a shoulder dystocia delivery is brachial plexus injury.  

The incidence of brachial plexus injuries is rare and has been estimated at 0.5 to 2.6 per 1,000 live births. The injury manifests itself by the inability of the infant to actively move its upper extremity, even though the passive range of motion is equal on both sides of the body. The brachial plexus consists of nerves that extend from the spinal cord at the level of C5, C6, C7, C8, and T1. Most commonly, the upper plexus is the one damaged. This is called Erb’s or Dachenne’s palsy. In Erb’s palsy, the upper arm is flaccid while the lower arm is extended and rotated. In Erb’s palsy, infants generally have little to no movement in the shoulder and arm. Erb’s Palsy injuries commonly resolve within a year, most in the first few months, although some persist beyond twelve months. Damage to the lower plexus, which
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consists of nerve roots C7, C8, and T1, is known as Klumpke’s palsy. Children with Klumpke’s palsy exhibit little or no movement in the wrist or hand and possess “a characteristic clawlike deformity of the hand.”

Pediatric neurologists identify at least four types of nerve damage. The most severe is avulsion in which the “nerve root is torn from the spine.” With rupture, the nerve is partially ripped but not at the point where it connects to the spine. Less severe is neuroma, which develops after avulsion or rupture occurs. With neuroma, scar tissue develops around the injured nerve as the body tries to heal itself hindering nerve conduction to the muscles. The least severe of the four is praxis in which there is damage, but it is not so severe that the nerve does not completely heal itself without any scar tissue. In evaluating the cases, an attorney should check with the neurologist or read the neonate records to determine which type of injury the plaintiff has developed as the majority of brachial plexus injuries resolve themselves in six months. An avulsion though is a permanent brachial plexus injury.

Physicians argue that research suggests brachial plexus injuries can occur spontaneously. However, recent research confirms that non-shoulder dystocia brachial plexus injuries, while rare, are more than likely mechanistically a process distinct from shoulder dystocia brachial plexus palsy. The possibility of spontaneous pre-labor development of brachial plexus injury serves as an increasingly used defense by physicians in shoulder dystocia cases.
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Yet, as noted above, some trial lawyers dismiss the possibility of spontaneous brachial plexus injuries. These lawyers see the research in this area as self-serving and as simply a means to provide aid to those who are defending lawsuits in this arena. Whether brachial plexus injuries occur in utero is not merely an exercise in semantics. If courts dismiss the possibility of in utero brachial plexus injuries, then the injury can only occur when the physician potentially can affect the outcome on the fetus.

In fact, one state appellate court took this concept to the ultimate extreme. In a brachial plexus injury medical malpractice suit, a Louisiana court of appeals overruled the lower court after it dismissed the plaintiffs’ suit with prejudice. The trial court admitted that it did not know what happened in the case but felt forced to rule for the defendants. The appellate court found manifest error and reversed on the ground that the trial court should have used the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur. The appellate court made this finding despite the fact that a review by a medical review panel found no breach of any standard of care and concluded that the injury resulted from a “yet unknown intrauterine mechanism.” The Louisiana Supreme Court reversed the court of appeal’s decision finding that a “reasonable factual basis” existed in the record for the dismissal of the plaintiff’s case. Still, the fact that the court was even willing to use the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur points to the dichotomy that exists between the two sides. Just where does the malpractice occur in these cases? Can this injury occur in the absence of a breach of any standard of care as argued by defendants, or do brachial plexus injuries only occur in the presence of malpractice?

V. THE STANDARD OF CARE IN LABOR

What is the standard of care? While each state may have specific language to address the standard of care, most have statutes similar to
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Virginia where the standard of care is “that degree of skill and diligence practiced by a reasonably prudent practitioner in the field of practice or specialty.” During labor, an obstetrician should consider and be prepared for the shoulder dystocia to occur in any delivery, even though the incidence of shoulder dystocia is only 1 in 67 to 1 in 200 deliveries.

Brachial plexus injuries to infants can result in millions of dollars of damages each year. On one side, there is a young infant with a severe arm injury. On the other side, there is a doctor whose only defense is to say, “I didn’t pull too hard.” As Weisbrod and Stein concluded, “Sound reason and the weight of the evidence are on the side of plaintiff lawyers in these cases.” Given the difficulty of knowing when shoulder dystocia will occur, how best can a physician and patient prepare for this event? For the hospital staff “four specific standards apply to all delivery facilities.” First, all staff in labor and delivery should be trained as to what their role should be in the event that shoulder dystocia occurs in the labor and delivery suite. Second, labor and delivery nurses should be thorough in their knowledge of shoulder dystocia and possess the information and skills to know how and when to employ both the McRoberts maneuver and suprapubic pressure. Third, if possible, another available obstetrician should assist and anesthesia and pediatrics should be notified immediately if they are not already present. Fourth, the obstetrician should have the training and composure to perform the necessary procedures to deliver the baby.
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VI. Recognizing Shoulder Dystocia in the Medical Record

It is recognized in the literature that shoulder dystocia is not always well documented.\textsuperscript{84} This can make comparing statistics across countries problematic. Even without the diagnosis of shoulder dystocia, the record should be reviewed for other signs of its occurrence. The most commonly recognized sign of shoulder dystocia is the “turtle sign.”\textsuperscript{85} The turtle sign is when the neonate’s head retracts against the mother after delivery.\textsuperscript{86} Another sign of shoulder dystocia is the requirement of additional obstetrical maneuvers after delivery of the neonate head and after an initial failure to deliver the shoulders with gentle traction.\textsuperscript{87} One study suggested that shoulder dystocia should be defined as a prolonged delivery time of greater than sixty seconds between the delivery of the head and that of the body.\textsuperscript{88} This has not yet been adopted by the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG).\textsuperscript{89} However, a prolonged delivery time between the head and body could indicate the presence of shoulder dystocia.\textsuperscript{90}

VII. Can Shoulder Dystocia Be Prevented?

To prevent brachial plexus injuries prior to labor, only two options exist. The first option is to perform cesarean sections on every woman. This will, of course, eliminate all shoulder dystocia cases.\textsuperscript{91} However, it will not eliminate brachial plexus injuries, as there are reports of brachial plexus injuries after cesarean section.\textsuperscript{92} Cesarean sections also increase the
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morbidity to the mother. The second option is to identify risk factors that one could use to consider a preemptive cesarean section.

VIII. RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE OCCURRENCE OF SHOULDER DYSTOCIA

While no single or multiple risk factors are predictive of shoulder dystocia, there are conditions that increase the likelihood of it occurring. However, the absence of these risk factors does not mean that shoulder dystocia is not possible.

A. Macrosomia: Honey, We Blew Up the Baby

Macrosomia occurs when birth weight is beyond a specific weight, defined by some as greater than or equal to 4,500 grams and by others as greater than or equal to 4,000 grams. ACOG is “the leading professional group for women’s health care providers in the United States.” ACOG recommends prophylactic cesarean sections only for infants with estimated fetal weights greater than 5,000 grams, although it recommends that a patient with diabetes receive a cesarean for weights above 4,500 grams.

Nevertheless, “numerous studies have consistently documented a causal relation between [shoulder dystocia] and fetal size.” Researchers have found increased shoulder dystocia rates with increasing fetal size. “However, specificity is rather low since it has been established that 48 to 89% of [shoulder dystocia] occur in non-macrosomic fetuses.” Although fetal size is the most reliable risk factor for shoulder dystocia, it
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has been repeatedly estimated that over twenty unnecessary cesarean sections are needed to prevent one case of shoulder dystocia and approximately one thousand unnecessary cesarean sections are needed to avoid one brachial plexus injury.104

One study performed a retrospective review of their deliveries over a twenty-year period.105 Of 89,978 deliveries, 89 cases of brachial plexus injuries occurred (one per one thousand births).106 For every 10,000 deliveries, the brachial plexus injury is permanent.107 Of those 89 brachial plexus injuries, 85 delivered vaginally, and the median birth weight was only 3,750 grams, not even macrosomic.108 In this study, macrosomia, in which the authors used a weight definition of over 4,000 grams, was predicted in only 4% of the cases.109 Still, there is a greater correlation between shoulder dystocia and birth weight than between shoulder dystocia and other factors.

Fetal birth weight remains a major predisposing factor to shoulder dystocia.110 Iffy’s study, in contrast to Chauhan’s study, found that 74% of the neonates that sustained an injury at birth secondary to a shoulder dystocia emergency weighed over 4,000 grams at birth.111 Of course, this, by definition, means that 26% were less than 4,000 grams.112 This same study found a shoulder dystocia case in which the neonate was less than 3,000 grams at birth.113 This study is limited by the fact that it only looked at patients that already had a diagnosis of shoulder dystocia, birth injury, or both.114 Thus, one may get the impression from reading this study that the incidence of birth injury in pregnancy is higher than it actually is.

A Swiss study of over 340,000 cases found 3,356 cases in which the newborn was over 4,500 grams, a non-multiple birth, a non-breach delivery, and a term delivery.115 Of the 3,356 qualifying cases, 207
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received an elective cesarean section in which there was no incidence of shoulder dystocia or brachial plexus injuries. The remainder either presented in spontaneous labor or had their labor induced. Comparing induced to spontaneous labor, the incidence of shoulder dystocia (about 10%) and brachial plexus injuries (3%) were approximately the same. This study suggests that elective cesarean section will prevent not only brachial plexus injuries but also shoulder dystocia. Yet, other studies have found that brachial plexus injuries can occur after cesarean section. Cesarean delivery incidence of brachial plexus injuries is estimated to be between 1% and 4% of all cases.

Plaintiffs’ attorneys argue that the obstetrician is liable for not determining the weight of the fetus before labor. Unfortunately, the methods for determining fetal weight in utero are not an accurate measure of fetal weight. As one research group concluded, the ability of physicians to accurately predict macrosomia is limited.

B. Maternal Gestational Diabetes

Maternal diabetes is a contributing factor in the development of macrosomia, and therefore, must be factored in when estimating the risk of shoulder dystocia. Maternal gestational diabetes can lead to increased width across the shoulders (also called the bisacromial diameter). Women with a diagnosis of gestational diabetes mellitus possessed a 1.7
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times higher chance of having shoulder dystocia.\textsuperscript{127} “Most studies have shown that [diabetes mellitus] is an operational factor only when [birth weight] is [greater than] 4000 g\textsuperscript{rams}.”\textsuperscript{128} It is well known that mothers with gestational diabetes predispose for large infants.\textsuperscript{129}

\textbf{C. Obesity}

“Macrosomia is more frequent in obese women . . .”\textsuperscript{130} As such, with or without diabetes mellitus, obesity is a risk factor for shoulder dystocia but only to the extent that obesity is a risk factor for macrosomia and diabetes.\textsuperscript{131} No study has found obesity as a factor independent of macrosomia.\textsuperscript{132} Thus, “no relation has been found between obesity and [birth weight] in [shoulder dystocia] cases.”\textsuperscript{133} Raio, though, did find that the risk of shoulder dystocia is higher in shorter women who also had macrosomia than in taller women.\textsuperscript{134} More specifically, Mehta found that a higher maternal body mass index (measure of body fat based on height and weight) may play a role in lengthening the second stage of labor,\textsuperscript{135} which in itself, is sometimes associated with shoulder dystocia.\textsuperscript{136}

\textbf{D. Other Predictors}

Other factors that have been suggestive of a possible relationship with shoulder dystocia include multi-parity, post-term gestation, abnormal labor pattern, previous history of macrosomia, previous history of shoulder dystocia, and labor induction for the present pregnancy.\textsuperscript{137} None of these are very accurate, either alone or in combination, at predicting a shoulder dystocia.\textsuperscript{138} However, history of shoulder dystocia and macrosomia should
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alert the physician to the risk of macrosomia with or without diabetes in the current pregnancy.

IX. THE PREDICTIVE VALUE OF RISK FACTORS

Thus, the pre-labor medical record of the mother of the neonate with brachial plexus injury should be examined closely for a failure to test for diabetes. Signs of macrosomia also should be explored. Any mother with a previous history of macrosomia or shoulder dystocia should be evaluated for macrosomia as the pregnancy reaches maturity (at least starting at thirty-eight weeks). The other factors that were mentioned above are only to complete the picture, as opposed to being indicative of impending shoulder dystocia.

Despite the discussion above, ACOG’s standard says an elective cesarean section for all infants with an estimated fetal weight of 5,000 grams or an estimated fetal weight of 4,500 grams if the mother possesses a diagnosis of diabetes. Much literature has been devoted to the question of whether doctors should recommend elective cesareans to women with birth weights less than that currently recommended by ACOG. Various studies have suggested different numbers of cesarean sections to prevent one instance of permanent brachial plexus injury. Doumouchtsis estimated that 3,695 cesarean sections would have to be performed on women without diabetes with an estimated fetal weight of greater than 4,500 grams to prevent 1 instance of permanent brachial plexus injury. Rouse estimated that an additional 2,345 cesarean sections in women with an estimated fetal birth weight of 4,000 grams or more would have to be performed to prevent 1 permanent brachial plexus injury. In 1996, this would cost an additional 4.9 million annually.

X. TOO LATE FOR PREVENTION, SHE’S IN LABOR

Thus, to avoid occurrences of shoulder dystocia, one only needs to perform more cesarean sections. This hardly is a satisfactory conclusion. No system is perfect, especially in light of the fact that, as previously
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discussed, there is controversial evidence of brachial plexus injury in utero. Regardless of risk factors, some deliveries will experience shoulder dystocia.

XI. OBSTETRIC MANEUVERS FOR SHOULDER DYSTOCIA

Physicians use multiple maneuvers during a shoulder dystocia crisis. While many records do not refer to these maneuvers by name, they may contain the description of the procedure. The following maneuvers do not need to be performed in any particular order. Generally though, one first should look for the McRoberts maneuver and for suprapubic pressure.

A. McRoberts Maneuver

The McRoberts maneuver is the act of pulling the mother’s legs up towards her abdomen. It does not increase the dimensions of the pelvis. Instead, it essentially changes the angle of the symphysis pubis in relation to the baby’s anterior shoulder. This change in the angle often frees the impaction of the shoulder from behind the pubic bone. The McRoberts maneuver has the effect of rotating the pelvis. By rotating the pelvis, the pubic symphysis is raised approximately one centimeter. However, most researchers say there is no increase in diameter. Regardless of whether it increases diameter or has the effect of shifting the pubic bone relative to the impacted shoulder, it is a highly effective maneuver. One study found that the McRoberts maneuver, combined with other maneuvers, resolved the shoulder dystocia in 39% of the cases.
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B. Suprapubic Pressure

Suprapubic pressure is the second most commonly listed method\(^{157}\) and can be used either simultaneously with the McRoberts maneuver or soon afterwards.\(^{158}\) With suprapubic pressure, a nurse places a hand or fist just above the pubic bone of the mother and applies downward pressure.\(^{159}\) The purpose, of course, is to dislodge the top shoulder of the baby from behind the pubic bone, and thus, clear the way for a delivery.\(^{160}\) The combination of both the McRoberts maneuver and suprapubic pressure has been known to solve over 50% of shoulder dystocias.\(^{161}\)

C. Woods Corkscrews Maneuver

If the McRoberts maneuver and suprapubic pressure does not resolve the shoulder dystocia, the obstetricians or midwives usually implement the Woods corkscrew maneuver next.\(^{162}\) As a maneuver, it is found third most often in records.\(^{163}\) The Woods corkscrew maneuver is performed by the obstetricians or midwives placing pressure on the anterior or posterior shoulder of the baby with their fingers.\(^{164}\) This rotates the shoulder either clockwise or counter-clockwise, releasing the anterior shoulder from its trapped position.\(^{165}\) Although a very effective maneuver when it can be used,\(^{166}\) the Woods corkscrew maneuver logically is harder to accomplish in the tight birth canal.\(^{167}\) A variation on the Woods corkscrew maneuver, the Rubin maneuver, may also be utilized. With the Rubin maneuver, pressure is placed on the posterior of the baby’s shoulder with the purpose of flexing the shoulder slightly forward on the chest, and thus, decreasing the width that passes through the canal.\(^{168}\)

---
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D. Posterior Arm Sweep

If the previously discussed maneuvers prove unsuccessful, the physician may next try and deliver the posterior arm. 169 Although not usually documented, the physician places a hand in the vagina to locate the arm and then sweeps that arm forward over the chest wall of the baby. 170 The purpose is to sweep out the posterior arm and shoulder, allowing the anterior shoulder to deliver. 171

E. Proctoepisiotomy

Some support the use of proctoepisiotomy—cutting the tissue between the vagina and the rectum. 172 However, this is controversial. 173 Currently, ACOG makes no recommendation as to whether an episiotomy should be performed, although they note that it may be done to create access for previously mentioned maneuvers. 174

F. Zavanelli Maneuver and Other Interventions

The Zavanelli maneuver is rarely used due to the significant risk to both the fetus and mother. 175 To perform the Zavanelli maneuver, the physician pushes the baby’s head back into the uterus, and an emergency cesarean section is performed. 176 Sometimes, the head cannot be reinserted, and the Zavanelli maneuver fails. 177 In the most comprehensive study of Zavanelli maneuvers, O’Leary failed at cephalic replacement over 10% of the time. 178 Some have argued that failure to do a Zavanelli maneuver is a breach of the standard of care. 179 The procedure is so rare;
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however, that it is not generally considered a standard procedure.\textsuperscript{180} Additionally, fetal death and fracture of the spine has been reported along with other severe fetal damage.\textsuperscript{181}

As the medical emergency continues, a physician may perform symphyseotomy. This is where the pubic bone of the mother is surgically bisected to give room for the shoulder to deliver.\textsuperscript{182} This, of course, increases the risk to the mother.\textsuperscript{183}

Although there is no duty to do all of the above procedures, failure to properly make use of some of the above delivery techniques once shoulder dystocia is encountered may lead to a viable case against the obstetrician.\textsuperscript{184} At a minimum, the obstetrician should attempt the McRoberts maneuver with or without suprapubic pressure, and subsequently, the Woods corkscrew maneuver.\textsuperscript{185} Fundal pressure is contraindicated during a shoulder dystocia until the shoulder is freed.\textsuperscript{186}

Obstetricians are trained to perform the above maneuvers as well as a few other maneuvers of last resort, which are not part of the normal expectation in the standard of care in the shoulder dystocia emergency.\textsuperscript{187} As the emergency progresses, the obstetrician can deliberately break the clavicle, thereby, decreasing the shoulder diameter.\textsuperscript{188} This is not only difficult to do in utero but carries its own risks, although it is preferable to hypoxia and infant death.\textsuperscript{189}

\section*{XII. Areas of Litigation}

Even with the proper performance of the maneuvers, brachial plexus injuries may still occur.\textsuperscript{190} There are two primary areas where claims arise. The first, discussed above, is whether the obstetrician knew or should have known that the risk of shoulder dystocia was high enough that the
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obstetrician should have discussed the possibility with the mother, and thus, provided the mother with the option of choosing a cesarean section. The discussion of whether any mother should be able to choose the option of cesarean section, regardless of whether there is a medical indication, is left for another article to explore. The second claim assumes that since the baby has a permanent brachial plexus injury, the obstetrician must have pulled too hard at delivery (a concept frequently referred to as traction in courts). The first claim presumes that risk factors, conditions, and symptoms are discoverable that could predict with accuracy shoulder dystocia. The second claim uses the vague concept of traction, which is measured not in force but in an assumption after the fact.

XIII. “PUSH ME, PULL ME, PUSH ME, OR PULL ME OUT:” A LOOK AT THE CASES

In Texas, infant Jordan developed shoulder dystocia during the delivery, and the physician used moderate traction to resolve the shoulder dystocia. In a subsequent lawsuit, plaintiff’s expert testified that the physician used too much traction. In Illinois, plaintiffs brought against Dr. Moore alleging infant Keenum’s permanent brachial plexus injury was the result of Dr. Moore using “greater-than-gentle traction” during the delivery in response to a shoulder dystocia situation. Also, infant Zavian received a brachial plexus injury in Louisiana as a result of alleged excessive traction on the head and neck by the obstetrician/gynecologist during delivery. The parents of baby Austin alleged negligence on the part of Dr. Rapaport’s use of excessive force causing a brachial plexus injury in Pennsylvania. And in Connecticut, baby Omar’s brachial plexus injury was caused by the negligence of his physician by, among several other allegations, the application of excessive traction while attempting to alleviate a shoulder dystocia.
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Additionally in Louisiana, baby Steen and mother were awarded $500,000.00 against Dr. Ryan when Dr. Ryan did not immediately cease “all” traction after the typical turtle sign.201 Dr. Ryan allegedly applied moderate traction for thirty seconds in an attempt to free the shoulder before performing a Zavanelli maneuver and a subsequent cesarean section.202 Lastly, Dr. Boler in Illinois allegedly used excessive traction to free the shoulder dystocia and the delivery of baby Sanders leading to a brachial plexus injury.203 Dr. Boler diagnosed Ms. Sanders with shoulder dystocia after a shortened rapid labor of four hours.204 Dr. Boler applied a vacuum extractor to baby Sanders’ head and used “gentle” traction in an attempt to deliver baby Sanders.205

In the Sanders case, the plaintiff said that the physician used excessive traction.206 The mother, though, was hardly in a position to observe the amount of actual traction utilized by the defendant. On the other hand, the defendant physician, who was admittedly motivated to minimize the amount of force used, was also in the best position allegedly to remember what he did during the delivery. The physician apparently used a mechanical device and only used “gentle” traction.207

XIV. WHAT ARE THE STANDARDS WITH TRACTION?

In just the cases above, you have various standards espoused by both plaintiffs and defendants. Even defendants disagree on what should be done.208 The standard is both moderate traction and never more-than-gentle traction.209 The standard also is never to give any traction once shoulder dystocia occurs210 versus the use of “gentle” traction as
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208 See, e.g., id. (testifying that “gentle traction is the only kind of traction the standard of care permits a doctor to apply”); Steen v. Prof'l Liab. Ins. Co. of Am., 962 So. 2d 470, 474 (La. Ct. App. 2007) (finding that “all physicians agreed that the standard of care is to cease all traction upon encountering shoulder dystocia”).
210 Steen, 962 So. 2d at 474.
appropriate. Williams Obstetrics is one of the primary standard medical school textbooks. According to Williams, physicians should use gentle downward traction after delivery and external rotation of the head. However, in the next paragraph, it states that moderate traction may be necessary if there is a delay in the delivery after presentation of the head. Yet, this is an emergency. An infant’s life is at stake. Once shoulder dystocia is occurring, isn’t any traction that saves the baby better than no traction at all? And unless the obstetrician is liable for not recommending a cesarean section pre-labor, should the obstetrician be held liable for actions to save the baby? In part, it depends on the procedures performed in this situation. It should not come down to how hard the obstetrician allegedly pulled on the baby.

XV. WHAT THE HELL IS TRACTION?

Traction is about force. According to Webster’s dictionary, traction is “the adhesive friction of a[n] [object] on a surface on which it moves” or “a state of tension created by . . . a pulling force.” Traction is necessarily about pulling against resistance. Whether it is mild, moderate, or extreme, it still is a force being applied to the baby. Studies show that the amount of force generally applied differs based on the type of delivery. Devices designed to read force have found that the peak forces used by clinicians increase just under 50% in difficult deliveries and more than double in instances of shoulder dystocia.
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The normal delivery is accomplished with a combination of both endogenous forces in the form of the mother pushing and some exogenous forces with some traction from the clinician. In the normal uncomplicated delivery, it is recommended that the clinician suction the infant’s nasopharynx after the delivery of the head before expulsion of the rest of the baby. During this period, the mother should not push so that the physician can complete the suction. But I have observed on multiple occasions the spontaneous push of the mother that leads to immediate delivery of the infant. The endogenous forces are clearly strong enough at times to lead to expulsion of the fetus. These maternal forces can worsen the impaction and the stress on the brachial plexus. Both endogenous and exogenous forces can contribute to birth injury.

Estimated measurements of endogenous forces were four to nine times greater than exogenous forces on the brachial plexus during a shoulder dystocia delivery. Thus, while limitations in normalization limit the conclusions that can come from this study, it is clear that significant endogenous forces can occur during labor.

However, it would be a mistake to presume that by itself, maternal force is enough to cause a brachial plexus injury. Evidence suggests that maternal forces are normally insufficient to cause brachial plexus injury, but what about in abnormal situations, such as when the shoulders are wedged against the pubic bone? Unfortunately, there is no study that has measured the forces necessary to cause a brachial plexus injury and compared those forces to the maximum forces exerted by the mother.

The goal, of course, is to get the baby out before more severe complications to the baby or the mother occur (with death of the baby a

---
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distinct possibility). How much force is too much? If the choice is between a fractured clavicle and death, a fractured clavicle is preferred. If the choice is between brachial plexus injury and death, brachial plexus injury is preferred. The reality is that physicians are not making this choice. They are trying to deliver a baby that is at risk in an acute emergency. There is no machine present in the labor room that measures the amount of force being applied. It is already known that in stressful deliveries physicians use stronger traction than in normal deliveries. It is not a surprise that during stress some physicians apply more force than they intended. But was it too much?

How does one know that too much force was used? Weisbrod and Stein seem to suggest that the physician must have used too much force because otherwise there would have been no brachial plexus injury. This conclusion is based on a faulty premise—that there is no evidence endogenous forces can play a role in brachial plexus injuries. This is not an established fact. There is enough information available to conclude that questions are still open on the subject. A physician could use too much force; yet, the infant in that instance could not develop a permanent brachial plexus injury. In another delivery, the physician could use less force, and a brachial plexus injury could occur. In the first example, the physician breached the duty of care, but the injury did not occur. The second delivery involved no breach of duty of care, but the injury occurred anyway. Until there is a way to routinely measure the amount of force used, the concept of using excessive traction as a means to find fault is problematic. Liability should be applied where there is proof that fault is present. Where the plaintiff depends on the quicksand of excessive traction without actual measurements, fault should not be assessed.

XVI. SOLVING THE PROBLEM

The problem is that there is still a neonate with a brachial plexus injury. While the incidence of brachial plexus is low, it is still devastating to the mother and child. Brachial plexus injuries, secondary to birth trauma, represent the perfect case for an alternative compensation model. Excluding the macrosomic infant that the physician should have
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discovered pre-labor and that satisfies the recommendations of the ACOG, it is, at best, difficult to assess fault based on the amount of traction assumed to be used. Yet, plaintiffs are eager to claim fault on the part of the physician because of the amount of therapy costs the neonate will incur for years to come.

A. Health Courts

There are jurisdictions that have considered the advantages of no-fault payments. The federal government and several states have proposed the idea of health courts. Proposals have been made in several states including Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, and Virginia. In all, twenty-six proposals have been made in eight states to create health courts, although none have yet passed into law. Health courts would be administrative panels. These panels would consist of expert judges, neutral experts, or both in place of juries to award compensation to plaintiffs. Health courts would presumably decrease the costs of awards or at least create some uniformity in standard of care applied. Health courts were proposed as well in the federal system, but similar to the states, this bill has yet to pass.

B. Virginia Birth Injury Fund

The Commonwealth of Virginia’s Birth Injury Fund is a model that can be expanded upon. This fund primarily is available to all live births of infants with permanent need of assistance who have brain or spinal cord
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injuries that occurred during labor, delivery, or immediately postpartum.\textsuperscript{245} Money for this fund comes from each obstetrician who chooses to participate and from hospitals that pay a specific amount per birth occurring in their hospital.\textsuperscript{246} To participate, a physician paid $5,900.00 in 2010, an amount that will increase up to $6,200.00 over the following three years.\textsuperscript{247} Hospitals pay $55.00 per month per live birth; this amount goes up to $200,000 in a given twelve-month period.\textsuperscript{248} All nonparticipating physicians pay $300.00 per year.\textsuperscript{249} For obstetricians participating in the program, this compensation is the exclusive remedy available to their patients that qualify.\textsuperscript{250}

This fund operates similar to worker’s compensation.\textsuperscript{251} Like the health courts, there is a board whose decisions are final.\textsuperscript{252} Compensation is available for medical costs and earnings but excludes pain and suffering.\textsuperscript{253} The Birth Injury Fund led to resolution in 69 days for paid claims and only 127 days for unpaid claims.\textsuperscript{254}

Other countries have also moved towards no-fault recovery systems. Both Sweden and New Zealand have no-fault compensation for medical injury.\textsuperscript{255} While it is probably not feasible that the United States move towards a no-fault system, there are some conditions that occur in which it could makes sense. Brachial plexus injuries secondary to birth complication is one such condition.\textsuperscript{256}
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A health court could be created that is funded by physicians, hospitals, insurance companies, and all punitive damage awards. One of the principal purposes for punitive damage awards is to punish the perpetrator for reprehensible acts.\textsuperscript{257} The plaintiff has already received compensatory damages that “represent the closest possible financial equivalent of the loss or harm” that was suffered.\textsuperscript{258} Punitive damages are about the defendant and not about the plaintiff. Placing that punitive damage award into a health court or taxing it and putting the tax into a health court will provide the resources to fund not all torts but only those with difficult evaluations, such as brachial plexus injury secondary to alleged excessive traction.\textsuperscript{259}

Take for example the State of Virginia, which had 106,684 births in 2008.\textsuperscript{260} The cesarean section rate in 2006 was above 30\% of all deliveries,\textsuperscript{261} meaning there were about 74,608 vaginal deliveries in Virginia in 2008.\textsuperscript{262} The incidence of brachial plexus injuries is about 1 per 1,000 vaginal births.\textsuperscript{263} Of these, approximately 12\% of the neonates will be diagnosed with a permanent brachial plexus injury, or in this example, about nine babies in the State of Virginia for one year.\textsuperscript{264} Going through the health court would markedly decrease the cost of litigation, and the patient could receive compensation earlier. While this would eliminate the need for contingency fees, the patient would still pay reasonable attorney fees. This would be a very limited endeavor, although, there are other conditions that could fit this model.

**XVII. CONCLUSION**

Permanent brachial plexus secondary to shoulder dystocia is a rare condition, but it frequently leads to litigation. There are two areas of litigation: pre-labor maternal care and during labor care. The attorney in the former should look for major and minor risk factors, including but not
limited to macrosomia, gestational diabetes, obesity, previous macrosomia, previous diabetes, previous shoulder dystocia, body mass index, and multiparity. Even the presence of these risk factors does not mean that the physician should not have attempted a vaginal trial, but it may suggest that the physician should have been more aggressive in determining the estimated fetal weight. Unfortunately, methods of determining fetal weight are considered somewhat inaccurate. The current recommendations are that physicians should perform elective cesarean sections only with estimated fetal birth weights over 5,000 grams or 4,500 grams with a diagnosis of gestational diabetes.  

Studies suggest that doing cesarean sections to prevent permanent brachial plexus injuries in neonates who weigh less than 4,500 grams would not be cost effective.  

The diagnosis of shoulder dystocia is not uniform across the medical community. Attorneys should consider whether there was a shoulder dystocia if there was delayed second stage of labor without other indication or if there were descriptions of obstetrical maneuvers to free the shoulders. With a diagnosis of shoulder dystocia, at a minimum, the physician should have utilized the McRoberts maneuver and suprapubic pressure along with the Woods corkscrew maneuver. Fundal pressure is contraindicated at least until there is documentation that the shoulder is freed. While it is true that the vast majority of brachial plexus injuries are more than likely secondary to excessive exogenous forces or traction, this is not an absolute; some endogenous forces may play a role or the only role in a small number of cases. Because of this possibility, health courts created by the states could effectively treat this condition as a no-fault condition and apply relief to all who have a permanent diagnosis.

---
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